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Chapter 434 Looking For Someone 

When it came to Jeanne, Lucia knew more about her than anyone else Of course she knew that this wombin was 

no pushover This time Jeanne had suffered a loss in front of them, next time no one could guess what she 

would do. 

However, Lucia was not afraid. 

Lucia smiled at Jonathan. "Don't worry, I know what to do." 

Jonathan smiled when he heard those words. He then winked at Lucia mischievously "Remember to miss 

me." 

Without waiting for her answer, the car door was already closed, the car was started and drove away Lucia stood in the

same place, the smile on her lips widened, and she slowly turned away 

To her, Jonathan was a friend really worth having. He also had a very high efficiency in doing anything The next day,

Lucia came to the crew to discuss with Director Brook about the new actress She didn't expect 

that same afternoon, an actress came to the crew to report in 

It was Jonathan who helped pick the girl. It was a young girl who had appeared in a famous director's film with 

only one line as a schoolgirl, with a clean and simple temperament She was very suitable for the image of the 

character they needed in their short film. 

During the audition, Director Brook nodded his head repeatedly at the side, with satisfaction in his eyes "This 

Nicole girl is good, so much better than Tamzin!" 

"Lucia, you're so good at choosing roles!" 

Lucia smiled. "It's not me, a friend helped me choose." 

Director Brook did not care, after praising, Lucia, he immediately began to prepare for the re shooting of the 

scenes from the start. He tried to save most of the scenes that could be used, and let Nicole to make up the rest 

Using such a method, they could speed up their progress. 

The crew slowly recovered, Lucia also secretly felt relieved. She picked up the phone and sent a thank you 

message to Jonathan. 

Soon, the other side replied, "Why are you saying thank you to me? Just treat me to a meal some day!" 

Lucia smiled and replied, "Okay." 

In the following days, everything went on normally, compared to Tamzin, Nicole was more expressive, more 

cooperative, and in private people she was very good to get along with. From time to time she would treat the 

staff to drinks and snacks. This won everyone's praise, within a few days, the staff had gotten over the 

complaining attitude they were in and focused on their work. 

Looking at the changes in the crew, Lucia was also very happy in her heart, as the progress was being caught 

up, this meant that she could finish her work on time, and end her contract with August earlier, get the video 

back and leave Austos City. 

However, she would never have thought that an accident would happen so soon. 

On Saturday, Lucia was on her way to the shooting site when she received a bombardment of phone calls from 

Director Brook, she answered the phone and his voice immediately came out from the other end of the line. 

"Lucia, something has happened!" 

Lucia was driving, hearing him say so, her heart suddenly skipped a beat. "What's wrong?" 

Director Brook's voice was a bit tense. "I heard rumors say that the President Adams is coming to the shooting 

site today for inspection!" 

Lucia did not understand. "So what's wrong?" 

Previously, whether it was for Timothy and Janet's photo shoot or today's public welfare short film, August 

would occasionally come to the shooting site. After all, this project and the image of the Lion Group were 

directly linked. He often came over to ensure the quality of work. 

It wasn't like they were doing anything untoward, even if August came to check on them, there was nothing to 

be afraid of. 

"But we didn't tell him about the actor change.' 

At the beginning, they spoke to August when they decided on the actors, but later Tamzin herself did not want 

to continue the shoot, and they had to change the actress to Nicole, because the Lion Group had been in turmoil recently, they

hadn't told Lion Group about the change. 

Lucia took a deep breath and hesitated. "I'll explain to him when the time comes." 

This matter, in the end, had something to do with her. Jeanne had deliberately caused trouble for the crew and 

deliberate made Tamzin quit the shoot. This wasn't the crew's fault. 

Director Brook was still worried. "I heard it's not that simple. Anyway, you should come quickly, President 

Adams and the others should also be here soon." "I 

"Okay." 

After hanging up the phone, Lucia stepped on the gas and headed towards the shooting site as soon as 

possible. 

At this time, no matter what, as the chief director of the public service short film, this burden should be carried 

by her. 

When she hurried to the shooting site and saw Director Brook at the door, Lucia took a deep breath, picked up 

her pace and walked forward. Then she asked, "Is August here yet?" 

"Not yet, but he should be here soon, Harris has already called." 

Hearing him say that, Lucia nodded. She knew what to expect, and ordered the crew to work as usual and do 

what they should do. 

They had just started filming for a short time, and soon, a black RV came and parked next to them. 

Lucia raised her head and looked at it for a few moments, but did not get up. 

She had never seen August in an RV, this should not be his car. 

Soon, the back door of the car opened wide, Bob pushed Bishop off the car in his wheelchair. The crew raised 

their heads and were a little surprised to see them. 

Everyone knew that August and Bishop had been fighting in secret. Now, Bishop actually just showed up at the 

shooting site. 

Bishop was wearing a gentle smile on his face. He didn't seem arrogant at all. His eyes were soft and his face was full

of smiles. He looked as if he was a friendly person. 

If it were in the past, Lucia would have felt this way, but she had seen all the fights between him and August 

during this period of time and knew that Bishop was no pushover. 

She sat there and did not get up 

Director Brook, who was sitting next to Lucia stood up, smiled and greeted Bishop. "Vice President Adams..." 

Director Brook said those words almost subconsciously, and only after saying it, did he realize that something 

was wrong, and his face turned pale. 

Everyone had heard that Bishop had announced that he had resigned from being the vice president of Lion 

Group. After that, he quickly founded his own company. 

Now, he was not just a simple vice president. 

He was the second most famous "President Adams" in Austos City, the "President Adams" who intends to 

continue to fight with August, and the "President Adams" who was ambitious and also scheming. 

Coldness flashed in Bishop's eyes, but it disappeared in an instant. 

Director Brook realized that he had made a mistake and quickly apologized, "President Adams, I do apologize..." 

"No harm." 

Bishop raised his hand and smiled generously. He still had the gentle expression on his face. "I came over, find

someone. 

Director Brook hurriedly asked, "Who is President Adams looking for?" 

Bishop smiled and said, "I'm looking for my artist, Nicole." 

When these words came out, the crew exploded, and even Lucia, who had been sitting there, frowned. How could

Nicole possibly be Lion Group's artist? 

is to 

She raised her head to look at Nicole at one side. She was just standing there and looked somewhat hesitant. Bishop

raised his head towards her and said with a light smile, "Nicole, do you still want me to come to you?" Nicole hesitantly

took a step and walked over, her eyes timid and seemingly a little scared. 

Lucia immediately stood up and walked in front of Nicole before she walked over and asked, "What's going on?" 

Nicole was picked for her by Jonathan, so there shouldn't be any problems, and besides, she wasn't well known and

didn't look familiar to the audience at all. 

Nothing seemed to add up. 

Nicole looked at Lucia with some hesitation, took a deep breath and said, "I did sign a contract with Lion Media, but it

was just a short while ago." 
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